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LEVERAGE Partners with Credit Union Financial Services (CUFS)
TALLAHASSEE, FL – LEVERAGE is excited to announce a new partnership with Credit
Union Financial Services (CUFS), a Credit Union Services Organization (CUSO) providing a
full suite of mortgage products and services to credit unions and their members throughout
the southeast. Credit unions can partner with the CUSO to implement and/or grow their
mortgage lending programs while also offering a new benefit to their membership.
“Through this new partnership with CUFS, participating credit unions will be able to generate
a new revenue stream of mortgage lending - or grow the one they have - while providing
members with affordable home loan solutions. This is a win-win for credit unions and
members alike,” stated Steve Willis, President of LEVERAGE. “Perhaps the best part of a
partnership with CUFS is that participating credit unions do not need to hire or allocate staff to
implement the program. The credit union simply passes along the member mortgage inquiry
to CUFS, and their team of Licensed Mortgage Advisors takes it from there. It’s that easy.”
CUFS manages the complete loan origination, loan fulfillment, and loan servicing processes for
credit unions that choose a full-service solution, but they also offer a-la-carte services to credit
unions that need support in a specific area of mortgage lending. As a value add, CUFS’
partnerships also include staff training, member counseling and training, mortgage marketing
materials, and bi-monthly performance reporting - all at zero cost to the credit union.
“I am confident our partnership with CUFS will enable more credit unions to compete in the
mortgage lending marketplace and enable more credit union members to achieve their
dreams of home ownership,” Willis concluded.
To learn more about how LEVERAGE and CUFS can assist your credit union, email
consult@myleverage.com.
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LEVERAGE, the Service Corporation for the League of Southeastern Credit Unions &
Affiliates,is the business services provider that leverages credit union system resources,

relationships, and industry knowledge for optimal performance and sustained growth of its
clients and business partners. We work to offer credit unions best-in-class products and
services that result in reducing costs, maximizing results, and making the most difference. For
more information, visit myleverage.com or follow LEVERAGE on Facebook and LinkedIn.

